August 28, 1969

Captain Meceda

called to say that he is sort of running out of time on a decision as to how to dispose of the substantial quantities of both materials in Toledo. These quantities, of course, are those that we obtained program-wise before borrowing the GSA/OEP stocks which we have now returned. tells me he asked you to check into the possibilities of disposing of this material in some appropriate way. Of course, Toledo would like to have the materials at a bargain price and can't very well arrange a sale for less than market price. This is also true for our other glass contractor who he is sure would also like to buy at some bargain price which we couldn't really legally negotiate. feels that the most appropriate thing to do is to dispose of it in some legal, above-board manner.

Please help him out. He needs to close out Toledo this coming month. If isn't available when you have some information and are ready to talk, please contact on the GX at 643-0750. I told that you would check this one out on Tuesday when you return.

WILLIAM R. YOST
Lt Colonel, USAF